TillerStack is on a mission to provide high-class software solutions to customers in the area of mobile workforce
management/field service management. We have developed and sold our current solution, Skyware, to major
enterprises across Europe for a number of years and having just undergone a spin-off from a broader business,
we are now looking to grow our current product suite and market reach. We are passionate about empowering the
mobile workforce of the future and are looking for all-star talent to join our team.
Being a dynamic and growing team of 10 people we both need to care about our existing product suite as well as
moving forward into a future world with keeping our clients happy. At TillerStack we strive for strong opinions, an
open mindset, agility and responsibility for our customer base. To continue delivering the established user
experience and further increase our development performance we are looking for a Senior Java Developer
(f/m).
Full-time or part-time / Location: Berlin
Your Mission
- Build core functions and customer-related add-ons for our existing dispatching solution Skyware Dispatch
- Develop both software and database related processes to increase customer satisfaction and operation
performance
- Contribute to all software development phases: architecture, design, implementation, testing, integration
- Collaborate with the entire team and adopt our agile development process to be a full valuable and independent
team member
What we are looking for
- Hard-earned production skills in developing and operating professional backend software solutions
- Deep understanding of system design, data modelling and legacy Java-based software development
- Year-long proven experience with Java, the Servlet and JSP (Java Server Pages) APIs, Hibernate, Spring, JSF
(Java Server Faces) and relational databases
- As things get more and more stable, other technologies and broader product aspects would also be part of your
tasks
- You care about shipping high-quality and reusable code
- A team-oriented new team member with an open (ideally agile) mindset, willing to communicate and learn
constantly. You provide a high degree of autonomy and willingness to learn the ropes of complex systems
- Enjoying a multi-language mixed-age atmosphere with required good German and English language skills
- A plus on top of all that (but definitely not a must!) would be any knowledge in the fields of
JavaScript/TypeScript, WebServices, REST, Tomcat, SQL-Server, Eclipse IDE and/or Git, as these interfere with
our general technology stack as well
- Passion, integrity and innovative thinking are core values of our team
What we offer
From your first starting day on you will be a full team member being trained on our existing code base and the
architecture. We’d like to include you in our production processes for all customers as soon as you are feeling
comfortable, trained and happy.
We are offering you a modern and energetic working environment with all the infrastructure you need. On top we’ll
add benefits such as flexible working hours, a subsidy to a monthly BVG public transport ticket, a free explorer
day every month, 30 days vacation, and a competitive salary.
In case you feel interested, please do not hesitate to contacting us for your application or any other information by
shooting us an email at info@tillerstack.com.
TillerStack GmbH (www.tillerstack.com)

